1979 Ducati 900 SS
Preis

USD 55 000

Zustand

1979

Standort

Baujahr

Motorradtyp
Farbe

Gebraucht

Straßenmaschine
Schwarz

Beschreibung
NYC, 1AM:
—
En-route for late night Chinese was the first time I opened this baby up over 70mph on the
Manhattan Bridge, nothing like a 900SS at night... nothing looks sexier. One of the nicest original
unmolested Ducati’s I have come across. Acquired from the 1st owner, who was nice enough to not to
remove the air box off or the original tires. It's very fast, very smooth. It feels like it has never been
ridden.
DETAILS
—
PAINT
Absolutely amazing original paint, this is of the time where Ducati would use an older style water
transfer sticker on paint, when you run your hand over the decals they are super smooth. No raised
vinyl aftermarket stickers, pure vintage perfection. The decals are cracked, and should not be
touched. Normal wear from minimal use.
FRAME
Excellent 9++ out of 10
WHEELS
Perfection, no dents, dings chips or marks—Original Pirelli Phantoms, no rotting—after a warm up
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they grab nicely.
ELECTRICAL
The later Super Sports had pretty decent harnesses, and this one is COMPLETELY untouched, no
weird hacked into circuits or strange electrical taping, I carefully cleaned all of the Molex connectors
and installed a new Shorai battery. Every circuit works perfectly, and she charges perfectly. Even the
original fuses are in place, I carefully cleaned the terminals and lubed them for longevity.
RIDING
With the original air box in place, the Silentiums, and smaller carbs and a true choke circuit—you
have a very quick, easy starting 900. In a lot of ways a lot smoother than with the 40mm Dellorto's
and the Conti’s. It's like two different bikes actually. With the more restricted set up you get a
smoother more refined bike. I’d say only after 90MPH do you really feel like you want the bigger
carbs and Conti’s. Its just a different flavor, and for city riding I'd say its my preference. I have ridden
so many 900's at this point, it amazes me how different they all can feel.
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